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Discussions of the nature of time, and of various issues related to time, have always featured
prominently in philosophy, but they have been especially important since the beginning of the
twentieth century. This article contains a brief overview of some of the main topics in the
philosophy of time—(1) fatalism; (2) reductionism and Platonism with respect to time; (3) the
topology of time; (4) McTaggart’s argument; (5) the A-theory and the B-theory; (6) presentism,
eternalism, and the growing block theory; (7) the 3D/4D debate about persistence; (8) the
dynamic and the static theory; (9) the moving spotlight theory; (10) time travel; (11) time and
physics and (12) time and rationality. We include some suggestions for further reading on each
topic and a bibliography.

Note: This entry does not discuss the consciousness, perception, experience, or phenomenology
of time. A historical overview and general presentation of the various views is available in the
entry on temporal consciousness. Further coverage can be found in the SEP entry on the
experience and perception of time. For those interested specifically in phenomenological views,
see the entries on Husserl (Section 6), and Heidegger (Section 2: Being and Time).
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1. Fatalism
Many logical questions about time historically arose from questions about freedom and
determinism—in particular worries about fatalism. Fatalism can be understood as the doctrine
that whatever will happen in the future is already unavoidable (where to say that an event is
unavoidable is to say that no agent is able to prevent it from occurring). Here is a typical
argument for fatalism:

There are now propositions about everything that might happen in the future.
Every proposition is either true or else false.
If (1) and (2), then there is now a set of true propositions that, taken together, correctly
predict everything that will happen in the future.
If there is now a set of true propositions that, taken together, correctly predict everything
that will happen in the future, then whatever will happen in the future is already
unavoidable.
Whatever will happen in the future is already unavoidable.

The conclusion appears shocking. Future moral catastrophes are unavoidable. Every weighty
decision that now feels up to you is already determined.

The argument for fatalism makes some significant metaphysical assumptions that raise more
general questions about logic, time, and agency.

For example, Premise (1) assumes that propositions describing the future do not come into or go
out of existence. It assumes that there are propositions now that can accurately represent every
future way things might go. This is a non-trivial logical assumption. You might, for instance,
think that different times becoming present and actual (like perhaps possible worlds) have
different associated sets of propositions that become present and actual.

Premise (2) appears to be a fundamental principle of semantics, sometimes referred to as the
Principle of Bivalence.

The rationale for premise (4) is that it appears no one is able to make a true prediction turn out
false. (4) assumes that one and the same proposition does not change its truth value over time.
The shockingness of the conclusion also depends on identifying meaningful agency with the
capacity to make propositions come out true or false.

A proper discussion of fatalism would include a lengthy consideration of premises (1) and (4),
which make important assumptions about the nature of propositional content and the nature of
agency. That would take us beyond the scope of this article. For our purposes, it is important to
note that many writers have been motivated by this kind of fatalist argument to deny (2), the
Principle of Bivalence. According to this line, there are many propositions—namely,
propositions about events that are both in the future and contingent—that are neither true nor
false right now. Consider the proposition that you will have lunch tomorrow. Perhaps that
proposition either has no truth value right now, or else has a third truth value: indeterminate.
When the relevant time comes, and you either have lunch or don’t, then the proposition will
come to be either true or false, and from then on that proposition will forever retain that
determinate truth value.

This strategy for rejecting fatalism is sometimes referred to as the “Open Future” response. The
Open Future response presupposes that a proposition can have a truth value, but only temporarily
—truth values for complete propositions can change as time passes and the world itself changes.
This raises further questions about the correct way to link up propositions, temporal passage and
truth values. For example, which of the following formulas expresses a genuine proposition
about the present?

Tensed Proposition: “Sullivan is eating a burrito”.

Tenseless Proposition: “Sullivan eats a burrito at <insert present time stamp>”.

The tensed proposition will no longer be true when Sullivan finishes her lunch. So it has, at best,
a temporary truth value. The tenseless proposition expresses something like “Sullivan eats a
burrito at 3pm on July 20th 2019”. That proposition is always true.

Some philosophers argue that only the latter, eternally true kind of proposition could make sense
of how we use propositions to reason over time. We need propositions to have stable truth values
if we are to use them as the contents of thoughts and communication. Other philosophers—
particularly those who believe that reality itself changes over time—think that tensed
propositions are needed to accurately reason about the world. We’ll return to these issues in
Section 4 and Section 5.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Aristotle, De Interpretatione, Ch. 9; Barnes and Cameron
2009; Boethius, The Consolation of Philosophy, Book V; Crisp 2007; Evans 1985; Lewis 1986;
Markosian 1995; McCall 1994; Miller 2005; Richard 1981; Sullivan 2014; Taylor 1992; Torre
2011; Van Inwagen 1983.

2. Reductionism and Platonism with Respect to Time
What if one day things everywhere ground to a halt? What if birds froze in mid-flight, people
froze in mid-sentence, and planets and subatomic particles alike froze in mid-orbit? What if all
change, throughout the entire universe, completely ceased for a period of, say, one year? Is such
a thing possible?

If the answer to this last question is “yes”—if it is possible for there to be time without change—
then time is in some important sense independent of the events within time. Other ways of
investigating whether time is independent of the events within time include asking whether all of
the physical processes that happen in time could happen at a faster or slower rate, and asking
whether all events could have happened slightly earlier or later in time. After all, if every
physical process could suddenly happen twice as fast, or if every event could take place slightly
earlier or later in time, then it follows that in some important sense time can remain the same
even if the way that events are distributed in time changes wholesale.

Aristotle and Leibniz, among others, have argued that time is not independent of the events that
occur in time. This view is typically called either “reductionism with respect to time” or
“relationism with respect to time”, since according to this view, all talk that appears to be about
time can somehow be reduced to talk about temporal relations among things and events. The
opposing view, normally referred to either as “Platonism with respect to time” or
“substantivalism with respect to time” or “absolutism with respect to time”, has been defended
by Plato, Newton, and others. On this view, time is like an empty container into which things and
events may be placed; but it is a container that is independent of what (if anything) is placed in it.

Another way to present this distinction is to say that those like Plato and Newton who think that
time is independent of the events that occur in time believe in “absolute time”. Those like
Aristotle and Leibniz, who think that time is not independent of the events that occur in time,
deny the existence of absolute time, though they still endorse “relative time”, where relative time
is nothing over and above the temporal relations between events.

These views about time are closely connected to views about space and about motion. Most
obviously, these views about time have straightforward spatial analogues—one may be a
substantivalist about space (and thus endorse the existence of absolute space in addition to spatial
relations between things), or one may be a relationist about space (and thus deny the existence of
absolute space). Substantivalism and relationism about time have traditionally been taken to
stand or fall with their spatial counterparts. In addition, the choice between substantivalism and
relationism about space and time has consequences for your theory of motion. If you are a
relationist about space and time then you must also be a relationist about motion: all motion is
motion relative to something. If you are a substantivalist about space and time, you will endorse,
in addition to relative motion, the notion of absolute motion, where absolute motion is motion
relative to absolute space and time. If you are a substantivalist, in addition to facts about whether
and how fast a train car is moving relative to the track, whether and how fast it is moving relative
to the cars, and so on, there will also be a fact about whether and how fast the train car is really
moving—whether and how fast it is moving relative to absolute space and time.

Why would someone endorse the existence of absolute time? One reason is that the empty
container metaphor has a lot of intuitive appeal. Another reason is that some philosophers have
thought that there must be such a thing as absolute motion—as opposed to merely relative
motion—in order to explain certain physical phenomena, like the forces felt during acceleration.
Newton had an especially famous argument along these lines involving a spinning bucket of
water—the entry on Newton’s views on space, time, and motion has a careful discussion of this
argument.

Why would someone deny the existence of absolute time? Some relationists have put forward
arguments that are supposed to show that absolute space and time are philosophically
problematic in some important way. Perhaps most famously, Leibniz argued that the existence of
absolute space or time would lead to violations of the principle of sufficient reason and violations
of the identity of indiscernibles.

In order to see why, consider two ways of describing the way things could be. On the one hand,
everything is as it actually is. On the other, every event happens one second later than it actually
does, but is otherwise exactly the same. If there is such a thing as absolute time then these two
descriptions would pick out distinct possible worlds. But this, Leibniz claimed, would violate the
principle of sufficient reason. For given that the actual world and the one-second-late world are
exactly the same except for where things are located in absolute time, there could not (at least
according to Leibniz) be any reason why one exists rather than the other. Moreover, Leibniz
claimed, the actual world and the one-second-late world are indistinguishable; so if they were in
fact distinct possible worlds, that would violate the principle that if two things are
indistinguishable, then they are identical.

Leibniz’s arguments are examples of arguments that attempt to identify something
philosophically problematic with absolute time and space. Perhaps more generally, many
philosophers have been moved by the idea that even if absolute time and space are not
problematic in a way that makes them unacceptable, they are still the kinds of things that we
should do without if we can. This kind of attitude can be motivated by a straightforward kind of
parsimony—we should always make do with the fewest types of entities possible. Or it can be
motivated by a more specific worry about the nature of absolute space and time. You might, for
instance, be especially loath to admit unobservable entities into your ontology—you are willing
to admit them if you must, but you would rather eliminate them wherever possible. As absolute
space and time are unobservable, someone who endorses this attitude will be inclined to think
there are no such things.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Alexander 1956; Ariew 2000; Arntzenius 2012; Coope 2001;
Mitchell 1993; Newton, Philosophical Writings; Newton-Smith 1980; Shoemaker 1969.

3. The Topology of Time
It’s natural to think that time can be represented by a line. But a line has a shape. What shape
should we give to the line that represents time? This is a question about the topology, or
structure, of time.

One natural way to answer our question is to say that time should be represented by a single,
straight, non-branching, continuous line that extends without end in each of its two directions.
This is the “standard topology” for time. But for each of the features attributed to time in the
standard topology, two interesting questions arise: (a) does time in fact have that feature? and (b)
if time does have the feature in question, is this a necessary or a contingent fact about time?

Questions about the topology of time appear to be closely connected to the issue of Platonism
versus relationism with respect to time. For if relationism is true, then it seems likely that time’s
topological features will depend on contingent facts about the relations among things and events
in the world, whereas if Platonism is true, so that time exists independently of whatever is in
time, then time will presumably have its topological properties as a matter of necessity. But even
if we assume that Platonism is true, it’s not clear exactly what topological properties should be
attributed to time.

Consider the question of whether time should be represented by a line without a beginning (so a
line, rather than a line segment). Aristotle has argued (roughly) that time cannot have a beginning
on the grounds that in order for time to have a beginning, there must be a first moment of time,
but that in order to count as a moment of time, that allegedly first moment would have to come
between an earlier period of time and a later period of time, which is inconsistent with its being
the first moment of time. (Aristotle argues in the same way that time cannot have an end.)

Aristotle’s argument may or may not be a good one, but even if it is unsound, many people will
feel, purely on intuitive grounds, that the idea of time having a beginning (or an end) just does
not make sense. And here we have an excellent illustration of what is at stake in the controversy
over whether time has its topological properties as a contingent matter or as a matter of necessity.
For suppose we come to have excellent evidence that the universe itself had a beginning in time.
(This seems like the kind of thing that could be supported by empirical evidence in cosmology.)
This would still leave open the question of whether the beginning of the universe occurred after
an infinitely long period of “empty” time, or, instead, coincided with the beginning of time itself.
There are interesting and plausible arguments for each of these positions.

It is also worth asking whether time must be represented by a single line. Perhaps we should take
seriously the possibility of time’s consisting of multiple time streams, each one of which is
isolated from each other, so that every moment of time stands in temporal relations to other
moments in its own time stream, but does not bear any temporal relations to any moment from
another time stream. Likewise we can ask whether time could correspond to a branching line
(perhaps to allow for the possibility of time travel or to model an open future), or to a closed
loop, or to a discontinuous line. And we can also wonder whether one of the two directions of
time is in some way privileged, in a way that makes time itself asymmetrical. (We say more
about this last option in particular in the section on time and physics.)

Suggestions for Further Reading: (1) On the beginning and end of time: Aristotle, Physics, Bk.
VIII; Kant, The Critique of Pure Reason (especially pp. 75ff); Newton-Smith 1980, Ch. V. (2)
On the linearity of time: Newton-Smith 1980, Ch. III; Swinburne 1966, 1968. (3) On the
direction of time: Price 1994, 1996; Savitt 1995; and Sklar 1974. (4) On all of these topics:
Newton-Smith 1980.

4. McTaggart’s Argument
In a famous paper published in 1908, J.M.E. McTaggart argued that there is in fact no such thing
as time, and that the appearance of a temporal order to the world is a mere appearance. Other
philosophers before and since (including, especially, F.H. Bradley) have argued for the same
conclusion. We will focus here only on McTaggart’s argument against the reality of time, which
has been by far the most influential.

McTaggart begins his argument by distinguishing two ways in which positions in time can be
ordered. First, he says, positions in time can be ordered according to their possession of
properties like being two days future, being one day future, being present, being one day past,
etc. These properties are often referred to now as “A properties” because McTaggart calls the
series of times ordered by these properties “the A series”. But he says that positions in time can
also be ordered by two-place relations like two days earlier than, one day earlier than,
simultaneous with, etc. These relations are now often called “B relations” because McTaggart
calls the series of times ordered by these relations “the B series”.

McTaggart argues that the B series alone does not constitute a proper time series; the A series is
essential to time. His reason for this is that he assumes change is essential to time, and the B
series without the A series does not involve genuine change (since B series positions are forever
“fixed”, whereas A series positions are constantly changing).

McTaggart also argues that the A series is inherently contradictory. For, he says, the different A
properties are incompatible with one another. No time can be both future and past, for example.
Nevertheless, he insists, each time in the A series must possess all of the different A properties,
since a time that is future will be present and then will be past. McTaggart concludes that, since
neither the A-series nor the B-series can order the time series, time is unreal.

One response to this argument that McTaggart anticipates involves claiming that it’s not true of
any time, t, that t is both future and past. Rather, the objection goes, we must say that it was
future at some moment of past time and will be past at some moment of future time. But this
objection fails, according to McTaggart, because the additional times that are invoked in order to
explain t’s possession of the incompatible A properties must themselves possess all of the same A
properties (as must any further times invoked on account of these additional times, and so on ad
infinitum). Thus, according to McTaggart, we never resolve the original contradiction inherent in
the A series, but, instead, merely generate an infinite regress of more and more contradictions.

McTaggart’s argument has had staying power because it organizes crucial debates about the
metaphysics of temporal passage, because it hints at how those debates connect to further
debates about where evidence for the time series and the nature of change come from, and
because the difference between A-theoretic and B-theoretic approaches to the debate has
continued in the intervening century.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Bradley 1893; Dyke 2002; McTaggart 1908; Mellor 1998;
Prior 1967, 1968.

5. The A-Theory and the B-Theory
In Section 1, we introduced the distinction between a tensed proposition and a tenseless
proposition. Tensed propositions can fully and accurately describe the world, but nevertheless
change truth value over time. Tenseless propositions, on the other hand, are always true or
always false—they reference a particular time in the proposition and never change. Propositions
represent ways reality could be. So, which view of propositions we adopt depends on what we
think it means for reality itself to undergo change.

In section 4, we discussed McTaggart’s distinction between time conceived of as a B-series
(events ordered by which come before and which come after) and time conceived of as an A-
series (events ordered by which are present, which are past, and which are future). Though not
particularly creative as names, the A/B distinction has stuck around as a way of classifying
theories of change.

B-theorists think all change can be described in before-after terms. They typically portray
spacetime as a spread-out manifold with events occurring at different locations in the manifold
(often assuming a substantivalist picture). Living in a world of change means living in a world
with variation in this manifold. To say that a certain autumn leaf changed color is just to say that
the leaf is green in an earlier location of the manifold and red in a later location. The locations, in
these cases, are specific times in the manifold. And all of the metaphysically important facts
about change can be captured by tenseless propositions like “The leaf is red at October 7, 2019”.
“The leaf is not red at September 7, 2019”.

A-theorists, on the other hand, believe that at least some important forms of change require
classifying events as past, present or future. And accurately describing this kind of change
requires some tensed propositions—there is a way reality is (now, presently) which is complete
but was different in the past and also will be different in the future. These tensed propositions
also explain why we tend to attribute significance to the past-present-future distinction. For
example, you might think the A-theorist is in a better position to explain why we care whether a
horrible event is already in the past versus still in the future. Some A-theorists will argue that we
aren’t concerned with location—we care that the event is over with in reality.

Note, also, there is a significant range of views within the A-theory camp about whether there is
a spacetime manifold (Moving Spotlighters think there is), or whether only present events are
real (the presentist view), or whether only present and past events are real (the Growing Block
view). We say more about all of these views below. A-theorists also debate whether objects
themselves undergo A-theoretic change or whether it is only entire regions of spacetime that
change this way.

A-theorists and B-theorists appeal to different sources of evidence for their different views of
passage. A-theorists typically emphasize how psychologically we seem to perceive a world of
robust passage or “flow” of time. In physics, the laws of thermodynamics seem to imply a strong
past-to-future direction to time. And quantum mechanics seems to identify an important sense of
simultaneity, which could be identified with presentness (see section 11 below). Finally many
commonsense ways of thinking of change seem to rely on A-theory descriptions of passage. For
instance, they will use the fact that we care so much about whether bad events are past as
evidence that there are ineliminable tensed propositions and those propositions represent
ineliminable A-properties.

B-theorists typically emphasize how special relativity eliminates the past/present/future
distinction from physical models of space and time. Thus what seems like an awkward way to
express facts about time in ordinary English is actually much closer to the way we express facts
about time in physics. Moreover, thinking of change in tenseless terms makes it easier to
describe in a logically consistent way how objects survive change—objects have properties only
relative to particular times, so there is no worry about attributing absolutely inconsistent
properties to anything. We’ll consider some of these arguments in more detail in the remaining
sections of this entry, as we consider more specific variations on A-theories and B-theories of
time.

Suggestions for Further Reading: For general discussion of The A theory and The B theory:
Emery 2017; Le Poidevin 1998; Le Poidevin and McBeath 1993; Markosian 1993; Maudlin
2007 (especially Chapter 4); Mellor 1998; Paul 2010; Prior 1959 [1976], 1962 [1968], 1967,
1968, 1970, 1996; Sider 2001; Skow 2009; Smart 1963, 1949; Smith 1993; Sullivan 2012a;
Williams 1951; Zimmerman 2005; Zwart 1976.

6. Presentism, Eternalism, and the Growing Block
Theory
A further question that you might ask about time is an ontological question. Does whether
something is past, present, or future make a difference to whether it exists? And how do these
ontological theses connect to debates about the A-theory and the B-theory?

According to presentism, only present objects exist. More precisely, presentism is the view that,
necessarily, it is always true that only present objects exist. Even more precisely, no objects exist
in time without being present (abstract objects might exist outside of time). (Note that some
writers have used the name differently, and unless otherwise indicated, what is meant here by
“present” is temporally present, as opposed to spatially present.) According to presentism, if we
were to make an accurate list of all the things that exist—i.e., a list of all the things that our most
unrestricted quantifiers range over—there would be not a single merely past or merely future
object on the list. Thus, you and the Taj Mahal would be on the list, but neither Socrates nor any
future Martian outposts would be included. (Assuming, that is, both (i) that each person is
identical to his or her body, and (ii) that Socrates’s body ceased to be present—thereby going out
of existence, according to presentism—shortly after he died. Those who reject the first of these
assumptions should simply replace the examples in this article involving allegedly non-present
people with appropriate examples involving the non-present bodies of those people.) And it is
not just Socrates and future Martian outposts, either—the same goes for any other putative object
that lacks the property of being present. No such objects exist, according to presentism.

There are different ways to oppose presentism—that is, to defend the view that at least some
non-present objects exist. One version of non-presentism is eternalism, which says that objects
from both the past and the future exist. According to eternalism, non-present objects like
Socrates and future Martian outposts exist now, even though they are not currently present. We
may not be able to see them at the moment, on this view, and they may not be in the same space-
time vicinity that we find ourselves in right now, but they should nevertheless be on the list of all
existing things.

It might be objected that there is something odd about attributing to a non-presentist the claim
that Socrates exists now, since there is a sense in which that claim is clearly false. In order to
forestall this objection, let us distinguish between two senses of “x exists now”. In one sense,
which we can call the temporal location sense, this expression is synonymous with “x is present”.
The non-presentist will admit that, in the temporal location sense of “x exists now”, it is true that
no non-present objects exist now. But in the other sense of “x exists now”, which we can call the
ontological sense, to say that “x exists now” is just to say that x is now in the domain of our most
unrestricted quantifiers. Using the ontological sense of “exists”, we can talk about something
existing in a perfectly general sense, without presupposing anything about its temporal location.
When we attribute to non-presentists the claim that non-present objects like Socrates exist right
now, we commit non-presentists only to the claim that these non-present objects exist now in the
ontological sense (the one involving the most unrestricted quantifiers).

According to the eternalist, temporal location does not affect ontology. But according to a
somewhat less popular version of non-presentism, temporal location does matter when it comes
to ontology, because only objects that are either past or present exist. On this view, which is often
called the growing block theory, the correct ontology is always increasing in size, as more and
more things are added on to the leading “present” edge (temporally speaking). (Note, however,
that the growing block theory does not involve any commitment to four-dimensionalism as
discussed in section 7. In this way, the name “growing block” is somewhat misleading and the
view is probably better described as the growing universe theory.) Both presentism and the
growing block theory are versions of the A-theory.

Despite the claim by some presentists that theirs is the commonsense view, it is pretty clear that
there are some major problems facing presentism (and, to a lesser extent, the growing block
theory; but in what follows we will focus on the problems facing presentism). One problem has
to do with what appears to be perfectly meaningful talk about non-present objects, such as
Socrates and the year 3000. If there really are no non-present objects, then it is hard to see what
we are referring to when we use expressions such as “Socrates” and “the year 3000”.

Another problem for the presentist has to do with relations involving non-present objects. It is
natural to say, for example, that Abraham Lincoln was taller than Napoleon Bonaparte, and that
World War II was a cause of the end of The Depression. But how can we make sense of such
talk, if there are no non-present objects to be the relata of those relations?

A third problem for the presentist has to do with the very plausible principle that for every truth,
there is a truth-maker—something whose existence suffices for the truth of the proposition or
statement. If you are a presentist, it is hard to see what the truth-makers could be for truths such
as that there were dinosaurs and that there will be Martian outposts.

Finally, the presentist, in virtue of being an A-theorist, must deal with the arguments against the
A-theory that were mentioned above, including especially the worry that the A-theory is
incompatible with special relativity. We will discuss these physics-based objections below.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Adams 1986; Bourne 2006; Bigelow 1996; Emery 2020;
Hinchliff 1996; Ingram 2016; Keller and Nelson 2001; Markosian 2004, 2013; McCall 1994;
Rini and Cresswell 2012; Sider 1999, 2001; Sullivan 2012b; Tooley 1997; Zimmerman 1996,
1998.

7. Three-Dimensionalism and Four-Dimensionalism
In Section 4 and Section 5 we saw that there have been two main theories developed in response
to McTaggart’s Argument: The A-theory and The B-theory. Then, in Section 6 we saw that there
are two main ways of thinking about the relation between ontology and time: presentism and
eternalism. (There was also a third way, The Growing Block Theory, which we will mainly set
aside for the sake of simplicity in this section.) Two main ways of thinking about time emerge
from these discussions. On the one hand, A-theorists and presentists think that our pre-theoretical
idea of time as flowing or passing, and thus being very different from the dimensions of space,
corresponds to something objective and real. B-theorists and eternalists, on the other hand, reject
the idea of time’s passage and instead embrace the idea of time as being a dimension like space.
There is another important way in which philosophers in the second camp (the B-
theory/eternalist camp) think time is like space, and it has to do with how objects and events
persist over time. The debate typically centers around the doctrine of “temporal parts”, which
those in the B-theory/eternalist camp tend to accept while those in the A-theory/presentist camp
tend to reject.

To get an intuitive idea of what temporal parts are supposed to be, think of a film strip depicting
you as you walk across a room. It is made up of many frames, and each frame shows you at a
moment of time. Now picture cutting the frames, and stacking them, one on top of another.
Finally, imagine turning the stack sideways, so that the two-dimensional images of you are all
right-side-up. Each image of you in one of these frames represents a temporal part of you, in a
specific position, at a particular location in space, at a single moment of time. And what you are,
on this way of thinking, is the fusion of all these temporal parts. You are a “spacetime worm”
that curves through the four-dimensional manifold known as spacetime. Moreover, on this view,
what it is to have a momentary property at a time is to have a temporal part at the time that has
the property in question. So you are sitting right now in virtue of the fact that your current
temporal part is sitting.

The doctrine of temporal parts that B-theorists and eternalists tend to like can be stated like this:

Four-Dimensionalism: Any physical object that is located at different times has a different
temporal part for each moment at which it is located.

On this view you have a temporal part right now, which is a three-dimensional “time slice” of
you. And you have a different temporal part at noon yesterday, but no temporal parts in the year
1900 (since you are not located at any time in 1900). Also on this view, the physical object that is
you is a fusion of all of your many temporal parts. (Note: there is a variation on the standard
four-dimensional view, which is sometimes called “the worm view”. The variation, known as
“the stage view”, holds that names and personal pronouns normally refer, not to entire fusions of
temporal parts but, rather, to the individual person-stages, each of which is located at just an
instant of time, and each of which counts as a person, rather than a mere part of a person).

The opposing view is three-dimensionalism, which is just the denial of the claim that temporally
extended physical objects must have temporal parts. Here is a formulation of the view:

Three-Dimensionalism: Any physical object that is located at different times is wholly
present at each moment at which it is located.

According to three-dimensionalism, the thing that was doing whatever you were doing at noon
yesterday was you. It was you who was doing that, and now you are doing something different
(namely, reading this sentence). So the relation between “you then” and “you now” is identity.
According to four-dimensionalism, on the other hand, the thing that was doing whatever you
were doing at noon yesterday was an earlier temporal part of the thing that is you, and the thing
that is doing what you are doing now is the present temporal part of you. The relation between
“you then” and “you now” is the temporal counterpart relation. (This is similar to the relation
between your left hand and your right hand, which is the spatial counterpart relation. Your two
hands are distinct parts of a bigger thing that contains them both.)

David Lewis, one of the main proponents of four-dimensionalism, suggests that the principal
reason to accept the view is to solve what he calls “the problem of temporary intrinsics”. How
can a single thing—Lewis, for example—have different intrinsic properties—like being straight,
while he is standing, and then being bent, while seated—at different times? Not by standing in
different relations—the being straight at and being bent at relations—to different times, he
argues. (Since, he says, being straight and being bent are genuine properties rather than disguised
relations.) And not in virtue of there being only one reality—such as the time when Lewis is bent
—so that reality consists of Lewis, and every other thing, being the way it is now and not any
other way. (For Lewis points out that we all believe we have a past and a future, in addition to a
present.) So Lewis suggests that the best answer to the question about how a single thing can
have different intrinsic properties at different times is that such an object has different temporal
parts which themselves have the different intrinsic properties.

There is, however, a natural three-dimensionalist response to this argument. It involves appealing
to a certain way of thinking about time, truth, and propositions that we touched on briefly in
Section 1, namely, the idea that propositions are in some way “tensed” as opposed to “tenseless”.
Here is a way to formulate the relevant semantic thesis:

The Tensed Conception of Semantics

i. Propositions have truth values at times rather than simpliciter and can, in principle,
change their truth values over time.

ii. We cannot eliminate verbal tenses like is, was, and will be from an ideal language.

On this view, a sentence like “Sullivan is eating a burrito” expresses a proposition that used to be
true, but is false now.

The alternative to the tensed conception of semantics is the tenseless conception of semantics.
On the latter view, an utterance of a sentence like “Sullivan is eating a burrito” expresses a
proposition about a B-relation between events—it says that Sullivan’s eating a burrito is
simultaneous with the utterance itself (or perhaps with the time of the utterance). Here is a way
of stating this view:

The Tenseless Conception of Semantics

i. Propositions have truth values simpliciter rather than at times, and so cannot change
their truth values over time.

ii. We can in principle eliminate verbal tenses like is, was, and will be from an ideal
language.

Consideration of Lewis’s argument from temporary intrinsics has shown that a three-
dimensionalist should probably endorse the tensed conception of semantics, in order to account
for changing truths about the world and its objects. And once we have seen this, it also becomes
clear that A-theorists, presentists, and proponents of the growing block theory all have similar
reasons for adopting the tensed conception of semantics. For the A-theorist is committed to there
being changing truths about which times and events are future, which are present, and which are
past; and presentists and growing block theorists are both committed to there being changing
truths about what exists.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Hawley 2004 [2020]; Lewis 1986; Sider 2001; Thomson
1983; van Inwagen 1990

8. The Dynamic and the Static Theory
Many of the above considerations—especially those about McTaggart’s Argument; the A-theory
and the B-theory; presentism, eternalism, and the growing block theory; and the dispute between
three-dimensionalism and four-dimensionalism—suggest that there are, generally speaking, two
very distinct ways of thinking about the nature of time. The first is the Static Theory of Time,
according to which time is like space, and there is no such thing as the passage of time; and the
second is the Dynamic Theory of Time, according to which time is very different from space,
and the passage of time is a real phenomenon. These two ways of thinking about time are not the
only such ways, but they correspond to the two most popular combinations of views about time
to be found in the literature, which are arguably the most natural combinations of views on these
issues. In this section we will spell out these two popular combinations, mainly as a way to
synthesize much of the preceding material, and also to allow the reader to appreciate in a big-
picture way how the different disputes about the nature of time are normally taken to be
interrelated.

The guiding thought behind the Static Theory of Time is that time is like space. Here are six
ways in which this thought is typically spelled out. (Note: The particular combination of these
six theses is a natural and popular combination of related claims. But it is not inevitable. It is also
possible to mix and match from among the tenets of the Static Theory and its rival, the Dynamic
Theory.)

The Static Theory of Time

1. The universe is spread out in four similar dimensions, which together make up a unified,
four-dimensional manifold, appropriately called spacetime.

2. Any physical object that is located at different times has a different temporal part for
each moment at which it is located.

3. There are no genuine and irreducible A-properties; all talk that appears to be about A-
properties can be correctly analyzed in terms of B-relations. Likewise, the temporal facts
about the world include facts about B-relations, but they do not include any facts about
A-properties.

4. The correct ontology does not change over time, and it always includes objects from
every region of spacetime.

5. Propositions have truth values simpliciter rather than at times, and so cannot change
their truth values over time. Also, we can in principle eliminate verbal tenses like is,
was, and will be from an ideal language.

6. There is no dynamic aspect to time; time does not pass.

Static Theorists of course admit that time seems special to us, and that it seems to pass. But they
insist that this is just a feature of consciousness—of how we perceive the world—and not a
feature of reality that is independent of us.

The second of the main ways of thinking about time is the Dynamic Theory of Time. The
guiding thought behind this way of thinking is that time is very different from space. Here are six
ways in which this thought is typically spelled out. (Note: The particular combination of these
six theses is a natural and popular combination of related claims. But, like the Static Theory, it is
not inevitable. It is also possible to mix and match from among the tenets of the Dynamic Theory
and the Static Theory.)

The Dynamic Theory of Time

1. The universe is spread out in the three dimensions of physical space, and time, like
modality, is a completely different kind of dimension from the spatial dimensions.

2. Any physical object that is located at different times is wholly present at each moment at
which it is located.

3. There are genuine and irreducible A-properties, which cannot be correctly analyzed in
terms of B-relations. The temporal facts about the world include ever-changing facts
involving A-properties, including facts about which times are past, which time is
present, and which times are future.

4. The correct ontology changes over time, and it is always true that only present objects
exist.

5. Propositions have truth values at times rather than simpliciter and can, in principle,
change their truth values over time. Also, we cannot eliminate verbal tenses like is, was,
and will be from an ideal language.

6. The passage of time is a real and mind-independent phenomenon.

Opponents of the Dynamic Theory (and sometimes proponents as well) like to characterize the
theory using the metaphor of a moving spotlight that slides along the temporal dimension,
brightly illuminating just one moment of time, the present, while the future is a foggy region of
potential and the past is a shadowy realm of what has been. The moving spotlight is an
intuitively appealing way to capture the central idea behind the Dynamic Theory, but in the end,
it is just a metaphor. What the metaphor represents is the idea that A-properties like being future,
being present, and being past are objective and metaphysically significant properties of times,
events, and things. Also, the metaphor of the moving spotlight represents the fact that, according
to the Dynamic Theory, each time undergoes a somewhat peculiar but inexorable process,
sometimes called temporal becoming. It goes from being in the distant future to the near future,
has a brief moment of glory in the present, and then recedes forever further and further into the
past.

Despite its being intuitively appealing (especially for Static Theorists, who see it as a caricature
of the Dynamic Theory), the moving spotlight metaphor has a major drawback, according to
some proponents of the Dynamic Theory: it encourages us to think of time as a fourth dimension,
akin to the dimensions of space. For many proponents of the Dynamic Theory, this way of
thinking—“spatializing time”—is a mistake. Instead, we should take seriously the ways that time
seems completely different from the dimensions of space—for instance, time’s apparent
directionality, and the distinctive ways that time governs experience.

Suggestions for Further Reading: Hawley 2001; Lewis 1986; Markosian 1993; Markosian
2004; Markosian (forthcoming); Moss 2012; Price 1977; Prior 1967; Prior 1968; Sider 2001;
Smart 1949; Sullivan 2012a; Thomson 1983; and Williams 1951.

9. The Moving Spotlight Theory
Above we mentioned that a metaphor sometimes used to characterize the Dynamic Theory is that
of a moving spotlight that slides along the temporal dimension and that is such that only objects
within the spotlight exist. A similar sort of metaphor can also be used to characterize the Moving
Spotlight Theory, which is an interesting hybrid of the Static Theory and the Dynamic Theory.
Like the Static Theory, the Moving Spotlight Theory incorporates the idea of spacetime as a
unified manifold, with objects spread out along the temporal dimension in virtue of having
different temporal parts at different times, and with past, present, and future parts of the manifold
all equally real. But like the Dynamic Theory, it incorporates the thesis that A-properties are
objective and irreducible properties, as well as the idea that time genuinely passes. The metaphor
that characterizes the Moving Spotlight Theory is one on which there is a moving spotlight that
slides along the temporal dimension and that is such that only things that are within the spotlight
are present (but things that are outside the spotlight still exist).

Thus the Moving Spotlight Theory is an example of an eternalist A-theory that subscribes to the
dynamic thesis. Unlike presentist or growing block theories, spotlighters deny that any objects
come into or out of existence. Unlike the B-theories, however, spotlighters think that there is an
important kind of change that cannot be described just as mere variation in a spacetime manifold.
Spotlighters think instead that there is a spacetime manifold, but one particular region of the
manifold is objectively distinguished—the present. And this distinction is only temporary—facts
about which region of spacetime count as the present change over time. For example, right now a
region of 2019 is distinguished as present. But in a year, a region of 2020 will enjoy this honor.
The term “moving spotlight theory” was coined by C.D. Broad—himself a growing blocker—
because he thought this view of time treated passage on the metaphor of a policeman’s “bull’s
eye” scanning regions in sequence and focusing attention on their contents.

Just as there are different understandings of presentism and eternalism, there are different
versions of the moving spotlight theory. Some versions think that even though the present is
distinguished, there is still an important sense in which the past and future are concrete. Other
versions (like Cameron 2015) treat the spotlight theory more like a variant of presentism—past
and future objects still exist, but their intrinsic properties are radically unlike those of present
objects. Fragmentalists (see Fine 2005) think that there is a spacetime manifold but that every
point in the manifold has its own type of objective presentness, which defines a past and future
relative to the point.

Why be a spotlighter? Advocates think it combines some of the best features of eternalism while
still making sense of how we seem to perceive a world of substantive passage. It also inherits
some of the counterintuitive consequences of eternalism (i.e., believing dinosaurs still exist) and
the more complicated logic of the A-theories (i.e., it requires rules for reasoning about tensed
propositions involving the spotlight).

Suggestions for Further Reading: Broad 1923; Cameron 2015; Fine 2005; Hawley 2004
[2020]; Lewis 1986 (especially Chapter 4.2); Sider 2001; Skow 2015; Thomson 1983; Van
Inwagen 1990; Zimmerman 1998.

10. Time Travel
We are all familiar with time travel stories, and there are few among us who have not imagined
traveling back in time to experience some particular period or meet some notable person from
the past. But is time travel even possible?

One question that is relevant here is whether time travel is permitted by the prevailing laws of
nature. This is presumably a matter of empirical science (or perhaps the correct philosophical
interpretation of our best theories from the empirical sciences). But a further question, and one
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Time
Time is what a clock is used to measure. Information about
time tells the durations of events, when they occur, and which
events happen before which others. So, time plays a very sig-
nificant role in the universe’s structure. Nevertheless, despite
2,500 years of investigation into the nature of time, there are
many unresolved issues, both philosophical and scientific.

Consider this issue upon which philosophers are deeply divid-
ed: What sort of ontological differences are there among the present, the past and the future?
There are three competing philosophical theories. Presentism implies that necessarily only present
objects and present experiences are real, and we conscious beings recognize this in the special
vividness of our present experience compared to our dim memories of past experiences and our ex-
pectations of future experiences. So, the dinosaurs have slipped out of reality even though our cur-
rent ideas of them have not. However, according to the growing-past theory, the past and present
are both real, but the future is not, because the future is indeterminate or merely potential. Di-
nosaurs are real, but our future death is not. The third theory, eternalism, is that there are no ob-
jective ontological differences among present, past, and future because the differences are merely
subjective. Adolf Hitler’s rise to power in Germany is not simply in the past; it is in the past for you,
but in the future for Aristotle.

Here is a list of other issues about time, in no particular order, that are discussed in this article:

•Whether there was a moment without an earlier one.
•Whether time exists when nothing is changing.
•What kinds of time travel are possible.
•What constitutes time’s arrow.
•How time is represented in the mind.
•How to distinguish an accurate clock from an inaccurate one.
•Whether time is an individual thing or instead only a relationship among things.
•How to correctly analyze the metaphor of time’s flow.
•Which events are present.
•Which features of our ordinary sense of the word time are, or should be, captured by the concept
of time in physics.
•Whether contingent sentences about the future have truth-values now.
•Whether tensed facts or tenseless facts are ontologically fundamental.
•The proper formalism or logic for capturing the special role that time plays in reasoning.
•Whether there are points of time with zero duration.
•What neural mechanisms account for our experience of time.
•Whether time is objective or subjective.
•Whether there is a timeless substratum from which time emerges.
•Whether time is unreal either by being an illusion, wholly conventional, or merely a mathematical
construct.
•Which specific aspects of time are conventional.
•How to settle the disputes between proponents of McTaggart’s A-theory and B-theory of time.

This article does not explore how time affects different cultures differently, how persons can more
efficiently manage their time, or what is timeless.
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1. Introduction
Philosophers of time want to build a robust and defensible philosophical theory of time, one that
resolves the issues on the list of philosophical issues mentioned in the opening summary.

In doing this, one philosophical goal is to properly analyze the very complicated relationship be-
tween the common sense image of time and the scientific image of time. This is the relationship be-
tween beliefs about time held by ordinary speakers of our language and beliefs about time as un-
derstood through the lens of contemporary science, particularly physics. The common sense image
is normally expressed with non-technical terms such as now, flow, and past and not with technical
scientific terms such as continuum, proper time, and reference frame.

The common sense image of time is what philosophers call the manifest image of time. The con-
cept is vague. A reasonable way to make it a little more precise is to say it contains these beliefs
about time: (1) The world was not created five minutes ago. (2) Time exists everywhere. (3) You
can stop in space but not in time. (4) Every event has a duration, a length of time it lasts . (5) No
event fails to occur at some time or other. (6) A present event cannot cause a distant present event.
(7) The past is fixed, but the future is not, so the past cannot be changed. (8) Time is continuous
rather than a sequence of discrete moments. (9) Time has an arrow. (10) Given any two events,
they have some objective order such as one happening before the other, or their being simultane-
ous. (11) Time flows like a river, and we directly experience the flow. (12) There is a present that is
objective, that every living person shares, and that divides everyone’s past from their future. (13)
Time’s features are independent of the presence or absence of physical objects.

Items 1 to 6 on this list are part of both images, so it can be said this part of the manifest image has
withstood the impact of science. Scientific experts do not agree on whether 8 and 9 are part of the
scientific image. Items 10 to 13 definitely are not features of the scientific image. See (Callendar
2017) for a more detailed description and discussion of the manifest image.

A popular methodology used by metaphysicians is to start with the common sense image and then
change it only if there are good reasons that suggest changing it. Unfortunately, there is no consen-
sus among philosophers of time about what counts as a good reason, although there is among
physicists. Does conflict with relativity theory count as a good reason? Yes, say physicists, but
Husserl’s classic 1936 work on phenomenology, The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcen-
dental Phenomenology, criticized the scientific image because of its acceptance of so many of the
implications of relativity theory, and in this spirit A. N. Prior said that the theory of relativity is for
this reason not about real time.

Ever since the downfall of the Logical Positivists‘ program of requiring all meaningful, non-tauto-
logical statements to be reducible to, or definable in terms of, common sense statements about
what is given in our sense experiences (via seeing, hearing, feeling, and so forth), few philosophers
of science would advocate any reduction of statements expressed in the scientific image to state-
ments expressed in the common sense image, or vice versa, but the proper relationship between
the two is an open question.

Sean Carroll’s attitude about the proper relationship can be expressed succinctly this way: “Our
direct experience of reality is overrated.” Defenders of the manifest image have created all sorts of
more technical theories that try to revise and improve the manifest image. Regarding these at-
tempts, the philosopher of physics Craig Callender said:

These models of time are typically sophisticated products and shouldn’t be confused with mani-
fest time. Instead they are models that adorn the time of physics with all manner of fancy tem-
poral dress: primitive flows, tensed presents, transient presents, ersatz presents, Meinongian
times, existent presents, priority presents, thick and skipping presents, moving spotlights, be-
coming, and at least half a dozen different types of branching! What unites this otherwise mot-
ley class is that each model has features that allegedly vindicate core aspects of manifest time.
However, these tricked out times have not met with much success (Callender 2017, p. 29).

In some very loose and coarse-grained sense, manifest time might be called an illusion without
any harm done. However, for many of its aspects, it’s a bit like calling our impression of a shape
an illusion, and that seems wrong (Callender 2017, p. 310).

Some issues listed in the opening summary are intimately related to others, so it is reasonable to
expect a resolution of one to have deep implications for another. For example, there is an impor-
tant subset of related philosophical issues about time that cause many philosophers of time to di-
vide into two broad camps, the A-camp and the B-camp, because the camps are on the opposite
sides of so many controversial issues about time.

The next two paragraphs summarize the two camps. The technical terms used in the summaries
are explained in more detail later in the article. Briefly, the two camps can be distinguished by say-
ing the members of the A-camp believe McTaggart’s A-theory is the fundamental way to under-
stand time; and they accept a majority of the following claims: past events are always changing as
they move farther into the past; this change is the only genuine, fundamental kind of change; the
present or “now” is objectively real; so is time’s passage or flow; ontologically we should accept ei-
ther presentism or the growing-past theory; predictions are not true or false at the time they are
uttered; tensed facts are ontologically fundamental, not untensed facts; the ontologically funda-
mental objects are 3-dimensional, not 4-dimensional; and at least some A-predicates are not se-
mantically reducible to B-predicates without loss of meaning.

Members of the B-camp reject all or at least most of the claims of the A-camp. They believe McTag-
gart’s B-theory is the fundamental way to understand time; and they accept a majority of the fol-
lowing claims: events never undergo genuine change; the present or now is not objectively real and
neither is time’s flow; ontologically we should accept eternalism and the block-universe theory;
predictions are true or false at the time they are uttered; untensed facts are more fundamental than
tensed facts; the fundamental objects are 4-dimensional, not 3-dimensional; and A-predicates are
reducible to B-predicates or at least the truth conditions of sentences using A-predicates can be ad-
equately explained in terms of the truth conditions of sentences using only B-predicates.

This article provides an introduction to the philosophical controversy between the A and B camps,
as well as an introduction to many other issues about time.

To what extent is time understood? This is a difficult question, not simply because the word under-
stood is notoriously vague, nor because of the unresolved disputes between the A-camp and B-
camp of the philosophers of time. There have been a great many advances is understanding time
over the last two thousand years, especially over the last 125 years, as this article explains, so we
can definitively say time is better understood than it was. Nevertheless, in order to say time is un-
derstood there remain too many other unanswered questions and questions whose answers are not
agreed upon by the experts. Can we at least say only the relatively less important questions are left
unanswered? No, not even that. So, this is the state of understanding time at the end of the first
quarter of the twenty-first century. It is certainly less than a reader might wish to have.

2. Physical Time, Biological Time, and Psychological
Time
Physical time is public time, the time that clocks are designed to measure. Biological time is indi-
cated by regular biological processes, and by signs of aging. The ticks of a human being’s biological
clock are produced by regular heartbeats, the rhythm of breathing, cycles of sleeping and waking,
and menstruation. Biological time is not another kind of time, but rather is best understood as the
body’s awareness of physical time. Biological time is physical time measured with a biological
process.

Psychological time is private time. It is also called subjective time and phenomenological time and
perceived time; and it is best understood not as a kind of time but rather as awareness of physical
time. Psychological time is the physical time measured by a mental clock. Our psychological time
can change its rate (compared to physical time) depending on whether we are bored or instead in-
tensively involved. Psychological time is what the phenomenologist Henri Bergson was referring to
when he said, “Duration is the stuff out of which conscious existence is made.” Psychological time
is the kind of time people usually are thinking of when they ask whether time is just a construct of
the mind.

There is no experimental evidence that the character of physical time is affected in any way by the
presence or absence of mental awareness, or by the presence or absence of any biological phe-
nomenon. For that reason, physical time is often called objective time and scientific time. The sci-
entific image of time is the product of science’s attempt to understand physical time.

When a physicist defines speed to be distance traveled divided by the duration or, more accurately,
the rate of change of position with respect to time, the term time in that definition refers to physi-
cal time. Physical time is more fundamental than psychological time for helping us understand our
shared experiences in the world, and so it is more useful for doing physical science; but psychologi-
cal time is vitally important for understanding many mental experiences, as is biological time for
understanding biological phenomena.

Psychological time and biological time are explored in more detail in Section 17.

3. What Time Really Is
“Time is what prevents everything from happening at once,” joked the writer Ray Cummings.
Would it help, in answering the question, “What is (physical) time?” to have a precise definition of
the term? Should that definition not be found before trying to answer our question? The first step
would be to clarify the difference between its meaning and its reference. The word now does not
change its meaning every instant, but it does change its reference every instant.

The term time has several meanings. It can mean the duration between events, as when we say the
trip from home to work took too much time because of all the traffic. It can mean, instead, the tem-
poral location of an event, as when we say he arrived at the time they specified. It also can mean
the temporal structure of the universe, as when we speak of investigating time rather than space.
This article uses the word in all these senses.

Ordinary-language philosophers have carefully studied time talk, what Wittgenstein called the lan-
guage game of discourse about time. Wittgenstein said in 1953, “For a large class of cases—though
not for all—in which we employ the word ‘meaning’ it can be defined this way: the meaning of a
word is its use in the language.” Perhaps an examination of all the uses of the word time would lead
us to the meaning of the word. Someone, following the lead of Wittgenstein, might also say we
would then be able to dissolve rather than answer most of our philosophical questions about time.
That methodology of dissolving a problem was promoted by Wittgenstein in response to many oth-
er philosophical questions.

However, most philosophers of time are not interested in precisely defining the word time but
rather are interested in what time’s important characteristics are and in resolving philosophical
disputes about time that do not seem to turn on what the word means. When Newton discovered
that both the fall of an apple and the circular orbit of the Moon were caused by gravity, this was not
a discovery about the meaning of the word gravity, but rather about what gravity is. Do we not
want some advances like this for time?

To emphasize this idea, notice that a metaphysician who asks, “What is a ghost?” does not usually
want a definition of ghost but rather wants to know what ghosts are, and a better answer would
provide a theory of ghosts. This theory ideally would provide a consistent characterization of the
most important features of ghosts, a claim regarding whether they do or do not exist and how they
might be reliably detected if they do exist, what principles or laws describe their behavior, how they
typically act, and what they are composed of. This article takes a similar approach to the question,
“What is time?” In short, the full nature of physical time can be revealed only by developing a
philosophical theory of time that addresses what science has discovered about time plus what
should be said about the many philosophical issues that practicing scientists usually do not con-
cern themselves with.

The exploration ahead explores how the word time is used in ordinary discourse, but it pays much
more attention to how the word is used in scientific theories. The exploration adopts a realist per-
spective on these scientific theories. That is, it interprets them to mean what they say, even in their
highly theoretical aspects, and it does not take a fictionalist perspective on them, nor treat them as
merely useful instruments, nor treat them operationally. It assumes scientific theories can be true
and approximately true. All these assumptions have been challenged in some philosophical litera-
ture, and if one of the challenges is correct, then some of what is said below will require reinterpre-
tation or rephrasing.

The claim that physical time is what clocks measure is not as trivial as it might seem since it is a
deep truth about our physical universe that it is capable of having clocks. Clocks have regular, peri-
odic behavior. We are lucky to live in a universe with so many different regular, periodic processes
that can be used for clocks. However, the claim that time is what clocks are measuring is not with-
out its opponents. Some philosophers of physics claim that there is nothing more to time than
whatever numbers are displayed on our clocks. The vast majority of philosophers of physics dis-
agree. They say time is more than those numbers; it is what we intend to measure with those
numbers.

A later section called “What Science Requires of Time” explores what scientists have claimed to
have learned about time. But let us turn in this section to how our question “What is time?” has
been answered in different ways throughout the centuries. Aristotle emphasized that the word time
is not another word for change. He said, “that time is not change [itself]” because a change “may be
faster or slower, but not time….” (Physics, chapter 10). For example, a leaf can fall faster or slower,
but time itself cannot be faster or slower. Aristotle claimed that “time is the measure of change”
(Physics, chapter 12) of things. He never said space is the measure of anything. In developing his
views about time, Aristotle proposed what has come to be called the relational theory of time when
he said, “there is no time apart from change….” (Physics, chapter 11).

René Descartes answered the question, “What is time?” by claiming that a material body has the
property of spatial extension but no inherent capacity for temporal endurance and that God by his
continual action sustains (or re-creates) the body at each successive instant. Time is a kind of sus-
tenance or re-creation (“Third Meditation” in Meditations on First Philosophy).

In the 18th century, Immanuel Kant said time and space are forms that the mind projects upon the
external things-in-themselves. Time and space are, to use his terminology, forms of human sensi-
ble intuition. Time is not a property of things-in-themselves. He spoke of our mind structuring our
perceptions so that space has a Euclidean geometry, and time has the structure of the mathemati-
cal line. Kant’s remarks that time is “the form of inner sense” and that time  “is an a priori condi-
tion of all appearance whatsoever” are probably best understood as suggesting that we have no di-
rect perception of time but only have the ability to experience individual things and events in time.

Kant claimed to know a priori that space obeys the principles of Euclidean geometry. After the dis-
covery of different non-Euclidean geometries in the 19th century, and with the implication from
Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity that the geometry of our space is non-Euclidean, the
Kantian claim that synthetic truths about time are knowable a priori lost a great many of its advo-
cates. In the twenty-first century, some synthetic a priori knowledge is still accepted by certain
groups of philosophers. However, considerably more philosophers say we have a priori beliefs (“I
should not swallow it if it tastes bad”) but not a priori knowledge.

In the early 20th century, the philosophers Alfred North Whitehead and Martin Heidegger said
time is essentially the form of becoming, an idea that excited a great many philosophers but not
scientists because the remark seems to give ontological priority to the manifest image of time over
the scientific image.

Whatever time is, it is interesting to consider whether time has causal powers. The musician Hec-
tor Berlioz said, “Time is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its pupils.” Everyone knows
not to take this joke literally because, when you are asleep and then your alarm clock rings at 7:00,
it is not the time itself that wakes you. Nevertheless, there are more serious reasons to believe that
time has causal powers. In the early twentieth century, the general theory of relativity was devel-
oped, confirmed, and discovered to imply that, “spacetime tells matter how to move” (John Wheel-
er). The time aspect of spacetime is an important contributor to motion. This remark by Wheeler is
discussed further in later sections.

4. Why There Is Time Instead of No Time
The fundamental theories of physical science imply time exists, but not why it exists. Theologians
have a ready answer to the question of why time exists. It is the same answer they give to most any
fundamental why question. Among physicists, there is no agreed-upon answer to why our universe
contains time instead of no time, or why it contains physical laws instead of no physical laws, or
why it contains the fundamental laws that it does contain, or why there is a universe instead of no
universe, although there has been interesting speculation on these issues.

All explanations have assumptions. Here is one explanation for why time exists. When steam cools,
it suddenly undergoes a phase transition into liquid water. Some cosmologists suspect that the uni-
verse contains laws which imply that in a certain situation a phase transition occurs during which
four-dimensional space emerges, then after more cooling another phase transition occurs during
which one of the four dimensions of primeval space collapses to become a time dimension. The
previous sentence is a bit misleading because of its grammar which might suggest that something
was happening before time began, but that is a problem with the English language, not with the
suggestion about the origin of time. However, one might well ask, “Why those laws instead of laws
that do not imply the phase transitions?”  A response to this question might be, “They are the most
elegant laws from a human perspective,” but that leads on to the question, “Why is elegance privi-
leged?”

There is a multiverse answer to the question, “Why does time exist?” The reason why our universe
exists with time instead of no time is that nearly every kind of universe exists throughout the mul-
tiverse; there are universes with time and universes without time. Like all the other universes, our
particular universe came into existence by means of a random selection process without a con-
scious selector, a process in which every physically possible universe inevitably arises as an actual
universe, in analogy to how continual re-shuffling a deck of cards inevitably produces every specific
ordering of the cards. Opponents complain that this anthropic explanation is shallow. To again use
the metaphor of a card game, they wish to know why their poker opponent has four aces, and they
are not satisfied with the shallow explanation that four aces are inevitable with enough deals or
that it is just a random result. Nevertheless, perhaps there is no better explanation.

5. Time and Change (Relationism vs. Substantivalism)
Does physical time necessarily depend on change existing? Classical relationists say yes, and sub-
stantivalists say no. Classical substantivalism (also called absolutism) implies space and time exist
always and everywhere regardless of what else exists, and space and time provide an invisible, inert
container within which matter exists and moves independently of the container. Relationism (also
called relationalism) implies space and time are not like this. If you take away the matter and its
motion, you also take away space and time.

Relationism is the thesis that space is only a set of relationships among existing physical mate-
rial, and time is a set of relationships among the events of that physical material.

Substantivalism is the thesis that space and time exist always and everywhere independently
of physical material and its events.

Relationism is inconsistent with substantivalism. Substantivalism implies there can be empty time,
time without the existence of physical events. Relationism does not allow empty time. It says time
requires change. That is, necessarily, if time exists, then change exists.

Everyone agrees that clocks do not function without change, and time cannot be measured without
there being changes, but the present issue is whether time exists without changes. Can we solve
this issue by testing? Could we, for instance, turn off all changes and then look to see whether time
still exists? No, the issue has to be approached more indirectly.

Relationists and substantivalists can agree that perhaps as a matter of fact change is pervasive and
so is time. Their disagreement is whether time exists if, perhaps contrary to fact, nothing is chang-
ing.

This question of whether time requires change is not the question of whether change requires time,
nor is it the question of whether time is fundamental or elementary. To make progress on the key
question, more clarity is needed regarding the word change. The meaning of the word is philosoph-
ically controversial. It is used here in the sense of ordinary change—an object changing its ordi-
nary properties over time. A leaf changes its location if it drops off a branch and lands on the
ground. This ordinary change is very different from the following three kinds of change. (1) The leaf
changes by being no longer admired by Donald. (2) The leaf changes by moving farther into the
past. (3) The leaf changes across space from being brown at its base to green at its tip, at one time.
So, a reader needs always to be alert about whether the word change means ordinary change or one
of these three extraordinary kinds of change.

There is a fourth kind of change that also is not ordinary. Consider what the ordinary word proper-
ties means when we say an object changes its properties over time. The word properties is intended
to exclude what Nelson Goodman called grue-like properties. Let us define an object to be grue if
and only if, during the time that it exists, it is green before the beginning of the year 1888 but is
blue thereafter. With this definition, we can conclude that the world’s chlorophyll underwent a
change from grue to non-grue in 1888. We naturally would react to drawing this conclusion by say-
ing that this change in chlorophyll is odd, not an ordinary change in the chlorophyll.

Classical substantival theories are also called absolute theories. The term absolute here means to
exist without dependence on anything except perhaps God. The relationist believes time’s existence
depends upon material events.

Centuries ago, the manifest image of time was relationist, but due to the influence of Isaac Newton
upon the teaching of science in subsequent centuries and then this influencing the average person
who is not a scientist, the manifest image has become substantivalist.

a. History of the Debate up to Kant
The first proponents of a relational theory was Aristotle. He said, “neither does time exist without
change” (Physics, Book IV, chapter 11, page 218b). Aristotle’s position is a predecessor to Leibniz’s
relationism. Opposing relationism, the ancient Greek atomists were a predecessor to Newton on
this topic. Democritus spoke of there being an existing space within which matter’s atoms move,
implying space is substance-like rather than relational.

The battle lines between substantivalism and relationism were drawn more clearly in the early 18th
century when Leibniz argued for relationism and Newton argued against it. Leibniz claimed that
space is nothing but the “order of co-existing things,” so without objects there is no space. “I hold
space to be something merely relative, as time is; that I hold it to be an order of coexistences, as
time is an order of successions.” Leibniz would say time is abstracted from changes of things,
namely events, with the paradigm kind of change being motion. Expressed more technically, we
can say Leibniz’s relational world is one in which spatial relationships are ontologically prior to
space itself, and relationships among changes (or events) are ontologically prior to time itself. Aris-
totle would have found himself within the relationist camp because he would say time is the mea-
sure of change, so of course time requires change.

Opposing Leibniz, Newton returned to a Democritus-like view of space as existing independently of
material things; and he similarly accepted a substantival theory of time, with time being indepen-
dent of all motions and other changes or events. Newton’s actual equations of motion and his law
of gravity are consistent with both relationism and substantivalism, although this point was not
clear at the time to either Leibniz or Newton.

In 1670 in his Lectiones Geometricae, the English physicist Isaac Barrow rejected any necessary
linkage between time and change. He said, “Whether things run or stand still, whether we sleep or
wake, time flows in its even tenor.” Barrow also said time existed even before God created the mat-
ter in the universe. Barrow’s student, Isaac Newton, agreed with this substantival theory of time. In
his unpublished manuscript De gravitatione, written while he was composing Principia, he said,
“we cannot think that space does not exist just as we cannot think there is no duration” (Newton
1962, p. 26). This suggests that he believed time exists necessarily.

Newton believed time is not a primary substance, but is like a primary substance in not being de-
pendent on anything except God. For Newton, God chose some instant of pre-existing time at
which to create the physical world. From these initial conditions, including the forces acting on the
material objects, the timeless scientific laws took over and guided the material objects, with God
intervening only occasionally to perform miracles. If it were not for God’s intervention, one might
properly think of the future as a logical consequence of the present.

Leibniz objected. He was suspicious of Newton’s absolute time because it is undetectable. Leibniz
argued that time is not an entity existing independently of actual, detectable events. He insisted
that Newton had under-emphasized the fact that time necessarily involves an ordering of events,
the “successive order of things.” This is why time needs events, so to speak. Leibniz added that this
overall order is time. So, he proposed relationism and rejected Newton’s substantivalism. It is clear
that Leibniz and Newton had very different answers to the question, “Given some event, what does
it mean to say it occurs at a specific time?” Newton would mention absolute time, but Leibniz
would say we can properly speak only about the event occurring before or after some other events,
and that is what it means to occur at a specific time.

One of Leibniz’s criticisms of Newton’s theory of absolute space and absolute time is that it violates
Leibniz’s Law of the Identity of Indiscernibles: If two things or situations cannot be discerned by
their different properties, then they are really identical; they are just one and not two. Newton’s
absolute theory violates this law, Leibniz said, because it implies that if God had shifted the entire
world some distance east and its history some minutes earlier, yet changed no properties of the ob-
jects nor relationships among the objects, then this would have been a different world. Leibniz
asked what is different about the new, shifted world. There is nothing to distinguish one point from
another in absolute space, nor one instant of absolute time from another, so there would be no dis-
cernible difference in Newton’s two worlds, the one before and the one after the shift. Leibniz
claimed there is just one world here, not two, and so Newton’s theory of absolute space and time is
faulty. His point about time could have been expressed by saying Newton’s two universes differ in
their absolute times but not in their relative times, yet only relative times are discernible.

Regarding Leibniz’s complaint using the Principle of the Identity of Indiscernibles, Newton sug-
gested the principle is correct but God is able to discern differences in absolute time or space that
mere mortals cannot.

Leibniz offered another criticism. Newton’s theory violates Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient Reason:
that there is a sufficient reason why any aspect of the universe is the way it is and not some other
way. Leibniz complained that, since everything happens for a reason, if God shifted the world in
time or space but made no other changes, then He surely would have no reason to do so.

Newton responded that Leibniz is correct to accept the Principle of Sufficient Reason but is incor-
rect to suppose there is a sufficient reason knowable to humans. God might have had His own rea-
son for creating the universe at a given absolute place and time even though mere mortals cannot
comprehend His reason.

Newton later admitted to friends that his two-part theological response to Leibniz was weak. Histo-
rians of philosophy generally agree that if Newton had said no more, he would have lost the debate.

However, Newton found a much better argument. He suggested a thought experiment in which a
bucket’s handle is tied to a rope hanging down from a tree branch. Partially fill the bucket with wa-
ter, grasp the bucket, and, without spilling any water, rotate it many times until the rope is twisted.
Do not let go of the bucket. When everything quiets down, the water surface is flat and there is no
relative motion between the bucket and its water. That is situation 1. Now let go of the bucket, and
let it spin until there is once again no relative motion between the bucket and its water. At this
time, the bucket is spinning, and there is a concave curvature of the water surface. That is situation
2.

How can a relational theory explain the difference in the shape of the water’s surface in the two sit-
uations? It cannot, said Newton. Here is his argument. If we ignore our hands, the rope, the tree,
and the rest of the universe, says Newton, each situation is simply a bucket with still water; the sit-
uations appear to differ only in the shape of the water surface. A relationist such as Leibniz cannot
account for the difference in shape. Newton said that even though Leibniz’s theory could not be
used to explain the difference in shape, his own theory could. He said that when the bucket is not
spinning, there is no motion relative to space itself, that is, to absolute space; but, when it is spin-
ning, there is motion relative to space itself, and space itself must be exerting a force on the water
to make the concave shape. This force pushing away from the center of the bucket is called cen-
trifugal force, and its presence is a way to detect absolute space, namely the spatial substance that
Newton occasionally called the aether. This aether is supposed to be what we would now call a rest
frame for the universe. The value of your speed in this reference frame is your real speed, as op-
posed to a speed relative to other objects. Ditto for your location and acceleration.

Because Leibniz had no counter to this thought experiment, for over two centuries Newton’s abso-
lute theory of space and time was generally accepted by European scientists and philosophers.

One hundred years later, Kant entered the arena on the side of Newton. Consider two nearly identi-
cal gloves except that one is right-handed and the other is left-handed. In a world containing only a
right-hand glove, said Kant, Leibniz’s theory could not account for its handedness because all the
internal relationships among parts of the glove would be the same as in a world containing only a
left-hand glove. However, intuitively we all know that there is a real difference between a right and
a left glove, so this difference can only be due to the glove’s relationship to space itself. But if there
is a space itself, then the absolute or substantival theory of space is better than the relational theo-
ry. This indirectly suggests that the absolute theory of time is better, too.

Newton’s theory of time was dominant in the 18th and 19th centuries, even though Christiaan Huy-
gens (in the 17th century) and George Berkeley (in the 18th century) had argued in favor of Leibniz.
See (Arthur 2014) for a comprehensive discussion of the views of Leibniz and Newton.

b. History of the Debate after Kant
Newton and subsequent substantivalists hoped to find a reference for defining motion without hav-
ing to appeal to the existence and location of ordinary material objects. In the late 19th century,
physicists believed in time without change. They not only believed in Newton’s absolute space and
time, but also had a favorite candidate for absolute space, Maxwell’s luminiferous aether. Maxwell
had discovered that light is an electromagnetic wave. Since all known waves required a medium to
wave, all physicists and philosophers of science believed Maxwell at the time when he said the
aether was needed as a medium for the propagation of electromagnetic waves and also said that it
did exist even if it had never been directly detected. Yet this was Maxwell’s intuition speaking; his
own equations did not require a medium for the propagation.

The physicist A. A. Michelson set out to experimentally detect Maxwell’s aether. The Michelson’s
interferometer experiment was very sensitive, but somehow it failed to detect it. Some physicists,
including Michelson, believed the problem was that he needed a better experimental apparatus.
Others believed that the aether was somehow corrupting the apparatus. Most others, however, be-
lieved the physicist A. J. Fresnel who said the Earth is dragging the aether with it. If so, this would
make the aether undetectable by Michelson’s experimental apparatus, as long as the apparatus was
used on Earth and not in outer space. No significant physicist said there was no aether to be detect-
ed.

However, these ad hoc rescues of the aether hypothesis did not last long. In 1893, the physicist-
philosopher Ernst Mach offered an original argument that attacked Newton’s bucket argument,
promoted relationism and did not assume the existence of absolute space, an aether. Mach said
Newton’s error was not considering the presence or absence of stars or, more specifically, the com-
bined gravitational influence of all the matter throughout space.

If you were to pirouette (spin around) in otherwise empty space, would your arms splay out from
your body; and if you were to spin Newton’s bucket in otherwise empty space, then would friction
eventually cause the surface of the water to become concave? Leibniz would answer “no.” Newton
would answer “yes.” Mach would say the question makes no sense because the very notion of spin
must be spin relative to some object. Mach would add that, if the distant stars were retained, then
he would change his answer to “yes.” Newton believed the presence or absence of the distant stars
is irrelevant. Unfortunately, Mach did not provide any detailed specification of how the distant
stars exerted their influence on Newton’s bucket, and he had no suggestion for an experiment to
test his answer, so most physicists were not convinced by Mach’s reasoning.

However, a young physicist named Albert Einstein was intrigued by Mach’s remarks. He at first
thought Mach was correct, and even wrote him a letter saying so, but he eventually rejected Mach’s
position and took a third position. He said spin in empty space does make sense, and your arms
would splay out even in empty space because there would be spin relative to spacetime, which is
not a Leibnizian object, nor a Newtonian nor a Maxwellian aether. Spacetime is the gravitational
field itself.

In 1905, Einstein proposed his special theory of relativity that does not require the existence of ei-
ther Newton’s aether or Maxwell’s aether. Ten years later he added a description of gravity and
produced his general theory of relativity, which had the same implication. The theory was immedi-
ately understood by the leading physicists, and when experimentally confirmed, it caused the
physics and philosophy communities to abandon classical substantivalism. The tide quickly turned
against what Newton had said in his Principia, namely that “Time exists in and of itself and flows
equably without reference to anything external.”

Waxing philosophical in The New York Times newspaper on December 3, 1919, Einstein declared
his general relativity theory to be a victory for relationism:

Till now it was believed that time and space existed by themselves, even if there was nothing—
no Sun, no Earth, no stars—while now we know that time and space are not the vessel for the
Universe, but could not exist at all if there were no contents, namely, no Sun, no Earth, and
other celestial bodies.
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はじめに
➤ マクタガートのA/B理論は現代時間論の主要概念の一つ。 

➤ しかし、マクタガートの論文「時間の非実在性」（1908）ではA/
B理論のことが全く触れられていない。 

➤ また、近年C理論が話題になっている（Farr 2020など）。ところ
が、奇妙なことに、かつてのB論者の一部は、B理論を擁護すると
言いながらC理論を擁護していたとされる。 

➤ そもそもA/B理論とはどういう経緯で登場したのか？マクタガート
本人に関しては詳しい研究があるが（Ingthorsson 2016; 
McDaniel 2020）、A/B理論に関してはあまり述べられていない。 

➤ 本発表では、A/B理論の区別の成立経緯を（ある程度）明らかにす
る。

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/phc3.12714
https://www.routledge.com/McTaggarts-Paradox/Ingthorsson/p/book/9780367258542
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2020/entries/mctaggart/
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1.「時間の
非実在性」の
誕生と反響



「時間の非実在性」タイムライン
➤ 1889: 「時間の非実在性」の論証を思いついたことを友人に手紙で伝える。 
➤ 1894: 「Time and the Hegelian Dialectic (II)」出版（Mind, Vol. 10） 

➤ 「時間の非実在性」の論証、A/B系列未登場→現在知られている論証とは別物 
➤ 1896年の『Studies in the Hegelian Dialectic』（Cambridge University 
Press）に再録 

➤ 1907: 「The Relation of Time and Eternity」講演（@UC Berkeley） 
➤ 「時間の非実在性」を仮定した「永遠（eternity）」概念の分析 
➤ 1909年に出版（Mind, Vol. 18）、1934論文集に再録 

➤ 1908: 「The Unreality of Time」出版（Mind, Vol. 17） 
➤ 1927: 『The Nature of Existence, Vol. II』出版（ed. by C. D. Broad, Cambridge 
University Press） 
➤ Chap. 33（§303-351）「Time」が1908論文の増補改訂版 

➤ 1934: 論文集『Philosophical Studies』出版（ed. by S.V. Keeling, London: 
Edward Arnold Press） 
➤ 1908論文再録

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2247503
https://archive.org/details/studiesinhegelia00mctarich
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248089
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248314
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft
https://philpapers.org/rec/MCTPSB


1908年版と1927年版の違い
➤ 1908年版： 

➤ A/B系列（およびC系列）登場。 
➤ 1927年版（Chap. 33（§303-351）が増補改訂版）： 

➤ §313-318で、Russellの『Principles of Mathematics』 (1903）§442へ
の反論を追加。 

➤ §334-341で、Broadの『Scientific Thought』（1923）への反論を追加 
➤ Chap. 34「Matter」は物質の非実在性を主張。 
➤ Chap. 60（§710-726）と Chap. 65-69（§521-574）はC系列について
の議論。 

➤ §571-754でD系列について議論。 
➤ 様々な論文集に再録（ただし、§334-351は省略）。 

➤ どちらの版にもA/B理論（A/B-theory）の区別は登場しない

https://archive.org/details/principlesofmath005807mbp
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.191065


「時間の非実在性」の影響に関する調査
➤ 対象時期： 

➤ 1909-1959のおよそ50年間 
➤ 対象雑誌： 

➤ Mind（https://www.jstor.org/journal/mind） 
➤ Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society（https://
www.jstor.org/journal/procarissoci） 

➤ Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, Supplementary 
Volumes（https://www.jstor.org/journal/procarissocisupp） 

➤ 時間に関する文献（以下、「時間文献」）： 
➤ タイトルに「Time」「Temporal」「Past」「Present」「Future」
のいずれかが入っているもの（書評やディスカッションも含む）

https://www.jstor.org/journal/mind
https://www.jstor.org/journal/procarissoci
https://www.jstor.org/journal/procarissoci
https://www.jstor.org/journal/procarissocisupp


結果
時間文献の数

うちマクタガートに言及 
(A/B系列に言及）

時間文献以外で 
マクタガートに言及

1909-1919 6 2 
(2)

0

1920-1929 13 4 7

1930-1939 6 3 
(2)

4 
(1)

1940-1949 6 3 0

1950-1959 14 3 0

合計 45 15 
(4)

11 
(1)



1959年までにA/B系列に言及した文献
➤ Welby, V. “Mr. McTaggart on the ‘Unreality of Time,” Mind, 18, 326–328, 1909. 

‣ 0 citations（B系列への言及なし） 

➤ Reyburn, Hugh A. “Idealism and the Reality of Time,” Mind, 22,493–508, 1913. 

‣ 2 citations（B系列への言及なし） 

➤ Gotshalk, D. “McTaggart on Time,” Mind, 39, 26-42, 1930. 

‣ 1 citations 

➤ Oakeley, Hilda D. “Time and the Self in McTaggart's System,” Mind, 39, 175-93, 
1930. 

‣ 3 citations 

➤ Kneale, W. “Review: Examination of McTaggart's Philosophy. by C. D. Broad,” 
Mind, 48, 502-517, 1939. 

‣ 0 citations

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248532
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248620
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2249928
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2249958
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2250711


C. D. ブロード
➤ Charles Dunber Broad (1887-1971) 
➤ マクタガートの教え子。マクタガートの死後、The Nature 
of Existenceの第II巻を編集。また、マクタガート哲学の注
釈書An Examination of McTaggart’s Philosophyを出版。 

➤ 主著（すべてマクタガートに言及）： 

‣ Scientific Thought, Kegan Paul, 1923.  

‣ 171 citations 

‣ The Mind and Its Place in Nature, Kegan Paul, 1925. 

‣ 149 citations 

‣ An Examination of McTaggart’s Philosophy, Cambridge 
University Press, Vol. I, 1933; Vol. II, Part I, Part II, 1938. 

‣ 8 citations (Vol. I; Vol. IIは不明)

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2021/entries/broad/
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.191065
https://archive.org/details/minditsplaceinna0000broa
https://philpapers.org/rec/BROEOM-2
https://archive.org/details/examinationofmct0002broa
https://archive.org/details/examinationofmct0002broa_u4b3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._D._Broad
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft/page/n5/mode/2up


マクタガートとブロードとの比較
マクタガートに言及 ブロードに言及 両方に言及

1909-1919 2 0 0

1920-1929 4 2 1

1930-1939 3 3 2

1940-1949 3 4 3

1950-1959 3 6 2

合計 15 15 8



ブロードに言及していないマクタガート言及文献
➤ Welby, V. “Mr. McTaggart on the ‘Unreality of Time,” Mind, 18, 326–328, 1909.  

‣ 0 citations（B系列への言及なし）既出 

➤ Reyburn, Hugh A. “Idealism and the Reality of Time,” Mind, 22,493–508, 1913. 

‣ 2 citations（B系列への言及なし）既出 

➤ Sorley, W. “Time and Reality," Mind, 32, 145-159, 1923. 

‣ 0 citations（A/B系列への言及なし） 

➤ Mackenzie, J. S. “Time and the Absolute,” Mind, 36, 34–53, 1927. 

‣ 1 citations（A/B系列への言及なし） 
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1のまとめ
➤ 「時間の非実在性」発表以降50年間、McTaggartは時間に関
連する文献の中である程度言及されてきたが、その数は決し
て多くはない。 

➤ 1930年代以降は、主に教え子であるBroadの文献を通じて知
られていたと考えられる。 

➤ しかし、McTaggartが導入したA/B系列はほとんど言及され
ておらず、当時の議論で中心的な役割を果たしていたとは考え
にくい。 

➤ また、A/B理論の対立は1960年代に至るまで登場しない。 
➤ 疑問：A/B理論の対立はどのようにして登場したのか？
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THE STATIC VERSUS THE DYNAMIC TEMPORAL 6g 

The obvious opening move to make when confronted with 
an argument for the unreality of time is to appeal to common-
sense facts. G. E. Moore pointed out that if time is unreal 
then there are no temporal facts: nothing is past, present, or 
future, and nothing is earlier or later than anything else. But, 
plainly, it is false that there are no temporal facts, for it is a 
fact that I am presently inscribing this sentence and that my 
breakfast yesterday preceded my lunch. Since the conclusion 
of McTaggart's argument entails a statement known to be 
false, it follows by the rule of modus tollens that his conclu-
sion is false. Therefore, his argument contains either a false 
premiss or a non sequitur. 

Valuable as this opening move is, it is of course nothing 
but an opening move, for it fails to locate and correct the 
source of McTaggart's error. The task of the philosopher is 
not just to remind us that we were born and that our break-
fast precedes our lunch, but to give a coherent account of 
what we mean by these expressions. The account McTaggart 
gives seems to result in the absurd conclusion that time is 
unreal. What must be done is to replace McTaggart's account 
of time by a more adequate one that will not involve this 
absurd result. The serious answers to McTaggart's paradox 
are those which attempteq to do just that. 

Analysts have given three different types of serious an-
swer: ( 1) The B-Series alone is sufficient to account for time; 
(2) the A-Series alone is sufficient, but the concept of the 
A-Series does not contain a contradiction; and (3) either the 
A- or the B-Series alone is sufficient to account for time, but 
they must not be confused with 'llach other, otherwise para-
doxes arise. Answer (1), to be called the "B-Theory Answer," 
attacks McTaggart's positive thesis because it denies that the 
A-Series is necessary for the reality of time. Answer ( 2) , to 
be called the "A-Theory Answer," agrees with McTaggart's 
positive thesis that the A-Series is both necessary and funda-
mental, but denies his negative thesis that the concept of the 
A-Series is contradictory. Answer ( 3), to be called the 
"Either-Way-Will-Work Theory Answer," attempts to show 
that, whether we affirm or deny McTaggart's positive thesis, 
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GaleによるA/B理論の区別
➤ McTaggartの「時間の非実在性」にどのように答えるかのよって、分析哲
学の時間論は二つに分かれる（Gale 1967）。 
➤ Russellian理論（=B理論）： 

➤ 数理論理学や理論物理学からアプローチする論理的原子論
（Russell）、論理実証主義、合理的再構成（ベルリン・グループ）
→いわゆる理想言語学派 

➤ 例：Russell, Braithwaite, Ayer, Quine, Goodman, D. C. 
Williams, J. J. C. Smart, C. Ducasse, Grünbaum 

➤ Broadian理論（=A理論）： 
➤ 日常言語学派（ただしB論者ほどの共通性はなし） 
➤ 例：Broad, J. Wisdom, Stebbing, D. Pears, W. Sellers, A. 
Prior, S. Hampshire, Strawson, Findlay

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8


A/B理論の区別の誕生と疑問点
➤ Gale 1962は時制の還元がテーマであり、McTaggartへの言及はなし。 
➤ Gale 1966& Gale 1967では、時制理論と無時制理論の対立がMcTaggart
の議論に対する応答として再定式化され、A/B系列のどちらが根本的か、
変化にA系列は必要かどうかという形而上学的対立も含むようになる。 

➤ Gale 1967の定式化は現代のものと大きく変わらない。また、A/B理論の
区別をしたのはGale 1967という証言もある（Oaklander 2015; IEPの
Galeの項目）。 

➤ よって、A/B理論の区別を導入したのはGaleと考えてよいと思われる。 
➤ 二つの疑問： 

① Galeはこのような定式化にどのようにして到達したのか？ 

② Galeの論文は現代ではほとんど知られていないが、どのようにしてA/B理
論の区別は広まったのか？

http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216839
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20009201
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://doi.org/10.1515/mp-2015-0018
https://iep.utm.edu/gale-ric/
https://iep.utm.edu/gale-ric/


GaleとMcTaggart
➤ Gale 1962の時点でGaleがMcTaggartのことを知らなかったとは
考えにくい。 

➤ Galeに時間論を教えたのは、NYUの大学院生時代（1957-1961）
にOxfordから訪れていたA. Flew (cf. IEPのGaleの項目)。 

➤ 1956年に出版されたFlew（編）『Essays in Conceptual 
Analysis』（London: McMillan）に下記の論文が再録されてい
る： 

➤ J. C. C. Smart, “The River of Time,” Mind, 58, 483-494, 1949. 

➤ D. Pears, “Time, Truth and Inference,” Proceedings of the 
Aristotelian Society, 51, 1-24, 1950. 

➤ どちらもMcTaggartの1934年論文集に言及。

http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216839
https://iep.utm.edu/gale-ric/
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=8IMIAQAAIAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=8IMIAQAAIAAJ
http://www.apple.com/jp
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4544477
https://philpapers.org/rec/MCTPSB


「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争
➤ Gale 1962で言及されている有名論文 

➤ J. C. C. Smart, “Spatialising Time,” Mind, 64, 239-241, 1955. 

➤ J. C. C. Smart, “The Moving Now,” Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 31(3), 
184-187, 1953. 

➤ A. N. Prior, “Thank Goodness That’s Over,” Philosophy, 34(128), 12-17, 1959. 
➤ 概要： 

➤ Smartは一連の論文で、時制の還元と時間の空間化を擁護 
➤ それに対しPriorは、Quine&Smart（&Kotarbiński）の「四次元ワーム説」
を批判 

➤ PriorとSmartは1950年からの友人。Smart 1949の立場はPriorの批判を受け
て変化していく（Jacobsen 1027）。 

➤ Gale 1962はこの論争を意識しているのでは？

http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216839
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2251470
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/00048405385200171
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3748616
https://forskning.ruc.dk/files/63720580/PriorVol1_eBook.pdf#page=64
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216839


「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争タイムライン
➤ 1947: H. Reichenbach『The Elements of Symbolic Logic』 (New York: McMillan）
出版 
➤ Token-Reflexiveの導入。時制の還元。 

➤ 1952: P. F. Strawson『Introduction of Logical Theory』（London: Methuen & Co.）
出版 
➤ Reichenbach 1947に対する批判 

➤ 1953: W. V. O. Quine「Mr. Strawson on Logical Theory」（Mind, Vol. 62）出版 
➤ Strawson 1952に対する批判 

➤ 1955: J. C. C. Smart「Spatialising Time」出版 
➤ Quine 1953を支持 

➤ 1959: A. N. Prior「Thank Goodness That’s Over」出版 
➤ Quine&Smartを批判、Strawsonを擁護 

➤ 1960: W. V. O. Quine『Word and Object』（MIT Press）出版 
➤ 1966: P. T. Geach「Some Problem about Time」（Proceedings of the British 
Academy, Vol. 51）出版 
➤ Quine&Smartを批判

https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=dCGdQgAACAAJ
https://www.google.co.jp/books/edition/Introduction_to_Logical_Theory_Routledge/PuxWEWG4OwUC?hl=ja&gbpv=0
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2251091
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2251470
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3748616
https://www.google.co.jp/books/edition/Word_and_Object_new_edition/kT3WU-cxDkIC
http://publications.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/pubs/proc/files/51p321.pdf


Gale 1962以降のGaleの歩み
➤ 1962: R. Gale「Tensed Statements」（Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 
12） 

➤ 1962: J. C. C. Smart「”Tensed Statements”: A Comment」
（Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 12） 
➤ Reichenbach 1947やBroad 1933に言及 

➤ 1963: R. Gale「A Reply to Smart, Mayo and Thalberg on “Tensed 
Statements”」（Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 13） 

➤ 1964: R. Gale「The Egocentric Particular and Token-Reflexive 
Analyses of Tense」（Philosophical Review, Vol. 73） 
➤ Reichenbach 1947やBroad 1933に言及 

➤ 1965: R. Gale「McTaggart’s Analysis of Time」APA東部地区大会発
表、1965年12月 (Gale 1966として出版） 

➤ GaleはSmartを通じて「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争について学んだ
と思われる。

http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216839
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2216456
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=dCGdQgAACAAJ
https://philpapers.org/rec/BROEOM-2
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2955529
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2955529
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2183337
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2183337
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2183337
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=dCGdQgAACAAJ
https://philpapers.org/rec/BROEOM-2
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2023925
http://www.jstor.org/stable/20009201


Priorの二冊の本の比較

Time and Modality (1958) Past, Present and Future (1967)

https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=K5nymD8qgigC
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio


Prior 1967, Ch. 1, Precursor of Tense-Logic
1. McTaggart’s A series (past, present, future) and B series (earlier, later) 

➤ 参照文献：McTaggart 1927, §305-318（Gale 1967収録） 
2. McTaggart’s argument against the reality of the A series 

➤ 参照文献：McTaggart 1927, §329-332（Gale 1967収録） 
3. Broad’s criticism of McTaggart; temporal predicates and tenses 

➤ 参照文献： Broad 1938（Gale 1967収録） 
4. Findley’s tense-logical laws 

➤ 参照文献：Findley 1941（Gale 1967収録） 
5. Smart’s argument that events do not change 

➤ 参照文献：Smart 1949（Gale 1967にSmart 1955が収録） 
6. Reichenbach on the time of speech and the time of reference; the nature of 
presentness 
➤ 参照文献：Reichenbach 1947 

7. Time and truth in ancient and medieval logic 
➤ 参照文献：Geach 1949; Prior 1953; Mates 1953; Geach 1955 

8. Symbolism and metaphysics  
➤ 参照文献：Wittgenstein; Moore; Prior 1958, 1962

https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://archive.org/details/natureofexistenc02mctauoft
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://archive.org/details/examinationofmct0002broa
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://doi.org/10.1080/00048404108541170
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
http://www.jstor.com/stable/2250877
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2251470
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=dCGdQgAACAAJ
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2250639
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2217099
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=mj0NAQAAMAAJ&printsec=front_cover&redir_esc=y
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2182250
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2251115


Priorの二冊の本の比較
➤ Prior 1967はPrior 1958の続編（Prior 
1967, Preface, p. v）。 

➤ Prior 1958にMcTaggartへの言及はなし。 
➤ Prior 1967にMcTaggartへの言及は多数あ
るが、A/B理論の区別は未登場。Galeへの
言及もなし。 

➤ Priorは、1958年からの10年間（＝イギリ
スでの最初の10年間）にMcTaggartについ
て学び、Galeと同様の認識に至ったと考え
られる。 

➤ PriorにMcTaggartの重要性を教えたのは
Geach（Prior 1967, Preface, p. vi）。

大阪市大・大畑氏撮影
Prior 1958

https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=K5nymD8qgigC
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=K5nymD8qgigC
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=K5nymD8qgigC


GeachとMcTaggart
➤ GeachはMcTaggartの専門家： 

➤ 13歳でMcTaggartの『Some Dogmas of Religion』 (1906)を読む。 

➤ McTaggartの研究書『Truth, Love and Immortality: An Introduction to 
McTaggart's Philosophy』(1979）を公刊。 

➤ McTaggartの紹介論文「Cambridge Philosophers III: McTaggart」 
(Philosophy, Vol. 70, 1995）を公刊。 

➤ Geachの「時間の空間化」批判： 

➤ Geach 1966でQuine&Smartの「四次元ワーム説」をMcTaggartに言及して批
判。 

➤ Geach 1968で「ケンブリッジ変化」を導入。 

➤ Peter T. Geach, “Some Problem about Time,” Proceedings of the British Academy, 51, 
321-336, 1966. 

➤ Peter T. Geach and Robert H. Stoothoff, “What Actually Exists,” Proceedings of the 
Aristotelian Society, 42, 7-30, 1968.

https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.278056
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=4ikKAQAAMAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=4ikKAQAAMAAJ
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0031819100065815
http://publications.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/pubs/proc/files/51p321.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4106584
http://publications.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/pubs/proc/files/51p321.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4106584


2のまとめ
➤ A/B理論の区別を導入したのはGale。 
➤ GaleはMcTaggartの議論に関して理想言語学派（論理実証主義など）と日常言
語学派で対応が分かれると認識していた。A/B理論はこれを言い換えたもの。 

➤ 当時、時制の還元と時間の空間化に関してQuine-Smart路線とGeach-Prior路
線の対立があった（Geachの「ケンブリッジ変化」批判もこの対立上のも
の）。 

➤ Geach 1966は「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争の出発点をMcTaggartにし
ている。Prior 1967, Ch. 1もそれに沿っている。 

➤ おそらくGeach、Prior、Smartら当時のOxford関係者（おそらくFlewや
Dummettも含まれる）の間では、「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争と出発
点をMcTaggartにするのが共通認識になっていた。 

➤ GaleによるA/B理論の区別でもこれが踏襲されている。すなわち、
McTaggart 1908のみに基づいた区別ではない。

http://publications.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/pubs/proc/files/51p321.pdf
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
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3.A/B理論
の区別の普及



Mellorの二冊の本の比較

Real Time (1981) Real Time II (1998)

https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=DKk5AAAAIAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ


Mellorの二冊の本の比較
➤ Mellor 1981の改訂版の予定が、完全に書き直すことになっ
たのがMellor 1998（ Mellor 1998, Preface, p. xi）。 

➤ Mellor 1981にMcTaggartへの言及はあるが、A/B理論の区
別は未登場。 

➤ Mellor 1998にはA/B理論の区別が至るところで登場。 

➤ Mellorが完全な書き直しをすることになったのはOaklander 
and Smith 1994など一連の論文のため（Mellor 1998, 
Preface, p. xi）。 

➤ L. Nathan Oaklander and Quentin Smith (eds.), The New 
Theory of Time, Yale University Press, 1994.

https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=DKk5AAAAIAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=DKk5AAAAIAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ


A/B理論が登場した論文（1968-1997）
1. L. Nathan Oaklander, “The ‘Timelessness’ of Time,” Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 38(2), 

228-233, 1977. Citing Gale 1967 

2. William Lane Craig, “Was Thomas Aquinas a B-Theorist of Time?,” New Scholasticism, 59(4), 475-483, 1985. 

3. Quentin Smith, “Sentences about Time,” Philosophical Quarterly, 37, 37-53, 1987. Citing Gale 1968 (not 
Gale 1967) 

4. David Zeilicovici, “Temporal Becoming Minus the Moving Now,” Noûs, 23, 505-524, 1989. Reprinted in 
Oaklander and Smith 1994 

5. William Lane Craig, “God and Real Time,” Religious Studies, 26(2), 335-347, 1990. Citing Gale 1967 

6. L. Nathan Oaklander, “Zeilicovici on Temporal Becoming,” Philosophia, 21(3-4), 329-334, 1992. Reprinted 
in Oaklander and Smith 1994 

7. Clifford Williams, “The Phenomenology of B-Time,” Southern Journal of Philosophy, 30(2), 123-137, 1992. 

8. Clifford Williams, “The Date-Analysis of Tensed Sentences,” Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 70(2), 
198-203, 1992. 

9. Nuel Belnap and Mitchell Green, “Indeterminism and the Thin Red Line,” Philosophical Perspectives, 8,  
365-388, 1994. 

10.William Lane Craig, “Tense and the New B-Theory of Language,” Philosophy, 71, 5-25, 1996.  

11.William Lane Craig, “The New B-theory’s Tu Quoque Argument,” Synthese 107, 249-269,1996. 

12.Clifford Williams, “The Metaphysics of A- and B-Time,” Philosophical Quarterly, 46, 1996.

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2107165
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://doi.org/10.5840/newscholas19855946
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2220060
https://books.google.co.jp/books?hl=ja&id=geItAAAAYAAJ
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2215880
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0034412500020503
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/47964
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.2041-6962.1992.tb01719.x
https://doi.org/10.1080/00048409212345081
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2214178
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3751524
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20117514
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2956448


Mellor 1998に至るまで
➤ 1968年から1988年の20年間、A/B理論の区別を採用した論文はほとんどな
い。 

➤ 1989年からの10年間は年1本ぐらいのペース。 
➤ 時制（tensed）/無時制（tenseless）理論の区別の方が一般的。 
➤ Smith 1987で、MellorとOaklanderの立場が「新しい指示の理論（New 
Theory of Reference）をもじって「新しい無時制理論（New Tenseless 
Theory of Time）」と呼ばれた。それをきっかけに始まった論争をまとめた論
文集がOaklander and Smith 1994（Mellorの論文も収録）。 

➤ Quentin Smith, “Problems with the New Tenseless Theory of Time,” 
Philosophical Studies, 52, 371-392, 1987. 

➤ Oaklander and Smith 1994収録論文のほとんどは、A/B理論ではなく時制/
無時制理論の区別を採用している。 

➤ Mellor 1998はA/B理論の区別を採用して広く読まれた最初の書籍。

https://www.jstor.org/stable/4319926
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4319926
https://books.google.co.jp/books/about/The_New_Theory_of_Time.html?id=-Wv59xyNDjsC
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
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4.まとめと
結論



全体のまとめ（1/2）
1. McTaggart 1927の重要性とBroadが果たした役割 

➤ McTaggartの「時間の非実在性」は1908年に出版されているが、後に多くの
論文集に収録されることになるBroad編集の1927年版では大きな改訂があ
る。 

➤ 1908年版は出版後あまり議論されていない。1927年版出版後、主にBroad 
1933の影響で議論されるようになった。 

2. A/B理論の区別と「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争 
➤ A/B理論の区別が登場するのはGale 1967（1908年版から約60年後）。 
➤ 当時、Reichenbach 1947から始める「時制の還元と時間の空間化」論争が
あった。主にQuine&SmartがGeach&Priorに批判されるという構図。 

➤ Geach 1966はこの論争の出発点をMcTaggartにしている（Prior 1967）。 
➤ Gale 1967もこれを踏襲しており、A/B理論の区別は「時制の還元と時間の空
間化」論争の構図を引き継いでいる。

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=dCGdQgAACAAJ
http://publications.thebritishacademy.ac.uk/pubs/proc/files/51p321.pdf
https://archive.org/details/pastpresentfutur0000prio
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8


全体のまとめ（2/2）
3. A/B理論の区別の普及にMellor 1998が果たした役割 

➤ A/B理論の区別が採用し始めるのは1990年代（Gale 1967から
約30年後）。それまでは時制/無時制理論の区別の方が一般的。 

➤ Mellor 1998でA/B理論の区別が採用されることで広まる。 

結論： 

➤ A/B理論の区別はMcTaggart 1908ではなく「時制の還元と時
間の空間化」論争に基づいている。 

➤ A/B理論の区別が普及するのは早く見積もっても1990年代後
半。つまり、まだ30年経っていない。 

➤ 疑問：McTaggart 1908から時間論を始めることやA/B理論の
区別を採用することに本当に正当性はあるのか？

https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-349-15243-8
https://books.google.co.jp/books?id=Es8OAAAAQAAJ
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248314
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2248314

